Abstract. We monitored the displacement and seismic activity of an unstable vertical rock slice in a natural limestone cliff of the southeast Vercors massif, southeast France, during the months preceding its collapse. Displacement measurements showed an average acceleration of the movement of its top, with clear increases in the displacement velocity and in the discrete seismic event production rate during periods where temperature falls, with more activity when rainfall or frost occurs. Crises of discrete seismic events produce high amplitudes in periodograms, but do not change the high frequency base noise level rate. We infer that these crises express the critical crack growth induced by water weakening (from water vapor condensation or rain) of the rock strength rather than to a rapid change in applied stresses. Seismic noise analysis showed a steady increase in the high frequency base noise level and the emergence of spectral modes in the signal recorded by the sensor installed on the unstable rock slice during the weeks preceding the collapse. High frequency seismic noise base level seems to represent subcritical crack growth. It is a smooth and robust parameter whose variations are related to generalized changes in the rupture process. Drop of the seismic noise amplitude was concomitant with the emergence of spectral modes -that are compatible with high-order eigenmodes of the unstable rock sliceduring the later stages of its instability. Seismic noise analysis, especially high frequency base noise level analysis may complement that of inverse displacement velocity in earlywarning approaches when strong displacement fluctuations occur.
Introduction
Instability and rupture of rock masses along natural slopes are well known, but poorly understood processes which need to be investigated and characterized from various points of view. Understanding the origin and evolution of such instabilities implies the continuous monitoring of the various parameters characterizing the deformation process and its environment. Studies of rock slope stability often involve the monitoring of displacements (e.g., Kennedy and Niermeyer, 1970; Bhandari, 1988; Brunner et al., 2000; Mayer et al., 2000; Zvelebil and Moser, 2001) or morphological changes (Mikos et al., 2005; Dewez et al., 2007; Collins and Sitar, 2008) and less frequently the seismic monitoring, which was performed earlier for unstable slopes in open mines (Kennedy and Niermeyer, 1970; Hardy and Kimble, 1991) and more recently for natural slopes or cliffs (Willenberg et al., 2002; Senfaute et al., 2003; Kolesnikov et al., 2003; Eberhardt et al., 2004; Amitrano et al., 2005; Roth et al., 2005; Brückl and Mertl, 2006; Spillmann et al., 2007; Willenberg et al., 2008; Senfaute et al., 2009) . Most of these studies were devoted to the monitoring and study of discrete seismic events. Amitrano et al. (2005) evidenced the simultaneous power-law increase and b-value decrease of the highfrequency seismicity recorded by a seismic sensor located at ∼5 m of the rupture surface during the 2 h preceding a ∼10 3 m 3 collapse in the Mesnil-Val chalk cliff, Normandie, France.
Inferring the dynamics of an unstable rock mass from passive seismic experiments, as the geodynamics was deduced from the earthquake distribution at global scale, is a recurrent question. One specificity of the study of the discrete seismic events recorded in unstable rock slopes is that the low magnitude of the events, their dominant frequency and the medium attenuation make the recording of discrete events by multiple sensors difficult (see e.g., Senfaute et al., 2003; Amitrano et al., 2005; Spillmann et al., 2007) . be simultaneously very dense and extended at the surface and at depth, to allow the location of such very small earthquakes and the characterization of the state of stress and deformation in a significant volume. Field maintenance of such networks is often a difficult task, which makes them unrealistic for long durations and poorly accessible unstable rock masses. Although studying well-recorded discrete seismic events has proven to be a powerful tool for characterizing large crustal or lithospheric volumes, other approaches might be attempted to take profit of the information brought by the seismic energy radiation when recorded by a small number of sensors. Seismic noise analysis may be one of these approaches. Seismic noise correlation has been used at large scale (e.g., Shapiro et al., 2005) to infer lithospheric structures. Other methods, including the determination of spectral or horizontal-to-vertical (H/V) ratio modes, have been used at smaller scales for resonance studies of buildings, site effect estimation and engineering seismology (see e.g., Méric et al., 2007) . Such analyses might be used to infer temporal variations in elastic properties of unstable rock massesas it has been already used to infer temporal variations on volcanoes (Brenguier et al., 2008 ) -or eventually in spectral modes, from a limited number of seismic sensors.
In this study we will investigate the rupture process of a vertical and sharp rock slice in a natural limestone cliff by using both environmental and displacement data, and seismic noise measurements to infer rock fracture parameters and identify new seismic parameters necessary to characterize the time evolution of the fracture process.
Data
Data were collected at and near the summit of the natural cliff of Chamousset, Chichilianne, South-East Vercors, in the French Alps (Fig. 1) . The cliff is about 250 m high. It is constituted by lower Barremian bioclastic, porous, limestones, whose top is formed by the superposition of subhorizontal decimetric beds, subject to weathering and fragmentation at the surface. The top of the cliff is subhorizontal and constitutes the eastern border of the Vercors plateau; it reaches the altitude of 1850 m. The cliff delaminates recurrently along ∼NS vertical planes as rock slices whose thickness is a few meters only, whereas the two other dimensions may reach 50 to 100 m long. During mid-July 2007 an approximately 5-m wide, 40-m long and 50-m high unstable rock slice was identified along this cliff. A small autonomous extensometric and mobile seismological network was rapidly installed (1 August) on and around the top of this unstable volume (Fig. 1) . Two GEFRAN cable extensometers were installed horizontally, normal to the walls at the top of the vertical fissure which separated the unstable rock slice from the stable massif. The northern extensometer was installed in the largest part of the crack and had a measurement extent of 375 mm, whereas the southern extensometer measurement extent was 100 mm. Thermal variation of the mechanical and electrical transduction induces a bias of ±0.2 (resp. 0.1) mm for the N (resp. S) extensometer, for a ±10 • C temperature variation. One vertical 4.5-Hz GS-11D (coil resistance 4000 , 18 200 shunt damping, intrinsic sensitivity 80 V/m/s) Geospace seismometer was installed at the top of the unstable rock slice (S3, Fig. 1 ), whereas two other vertical and one 4.5-Hz Geospace three-component seismometers were installed on the stable part of the rock mass. One of them was close to the southern end of the rock slice (S2, Fig. 1 ). Transfer functions of the seismometers are flat from 10 to 1000 Hz. 16-bit data were continuously recorded at a 1-kHz sampling rate on a 120-Gb hard disk. Spacing between seismic sensors was chosen to be about 10 m. Extensometric data were sampled at 1 kHz, then averaged over 5-min intervals, so that high-frequency random noise is negligible Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 10, 819-829, 2010
www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/10/819/2010/ in these measurements. The network operated with interruptions and changes (Table 1 ) from 1 to 21 August and from 11 October to 10 November, less than one week before the collapse of the unstable rock slice. The date of the collapse is necessarily comprised between 10 November (when the acquisition system stopped) and 17 November (date of the visit during which it was visually established that the rock slice was collapsed).
Results of extensometric measurements and continuous seismic recording
At the beginning of the experiment, the unstable rock slice was already partly detached from the stable massif ( Fig. 1) , as the crack width reached about 1 m at its northern end.
No vertical offset was observed between the stable and unstable compartments at that time, nor later. Extensometric data show a general increase of the rock slice -massif distance from August to October (Fig. 2 ). Displacement rate increased from an average of 0.7 mm/day in August to an average of 3 mm/day in October-November. Second-order displacement variation may be first characterized by an average acceleration of 0.0155 mm/day 2 during the whole time period. These data were approximately fitted by a time power law t α where α∼2. A striking second-order feature of the displacement variations is the increase, by a factor of 3 to 5, in displacement rate occurring during rain, frost or merely cold time periods, which correlates with an increase in seismicity rate. A thorough inspection of the respective timing of displacement, seismicity, temperature and rainfall data shows that deformation systematically occurs when temperature falls, and not only when rain or frost occurs, even if these later conditions are related with increased deformation. Interestingly the inverse velocity mimics the average temperature variations (Fig. 2) , and seismicity begins to increase when average temperature begins to decrease, before rain or frost occurs. Discrete seismicity (Fig. 2c) was detected in the continuous records using a STA (short term average)/LTA (long term average) algorithm (Allen, 1982) , the strongest seismic crises being controlled manually. Given the geometry of the moving rock slice, a relatively weak proportion of the seismic energy excitated the S3 vertical sensor, leading to recording less seismic events. Detailed results of the study of the discrete seismicity will be presented and discussed in a specific article. One of the aim of this experiment was to investigate the content of the seismic noise recorded by short-period seismometers, especially at relatively high frequency, to determinate if seismic noise may provide a mean to monitor unstable rock slopes. In that aim, continuous seismic records were analyzed both in the time and frequency domains. Recorded noise may be partitioned in a random part caused by various external causes, and a seismic part bearing evenutally some deterministic information on the rupture process or on the propagation medium. In order to reduce, as far as possible, the variance brought by the external random noise and to evidence the eventual information beared by the seismic noise, it is necessary to perform averaging over long time series, assuming that the seismic noise has stationary properties over a sufficient duration. To represent most of the information contained in the signal in a compact form, we chose to compute the averaged smoothed periodogram of each hour of record (the "periodogram" is the module of the Fourier Transform; see, e.g., Jenkins and Watts, 1968) . We first computed the smoothed periodogram of 2 14 -sample time windows (16.384 s of signal sampled at 1 kHz, tapered with a high-dynamic Nuttal window; the time-tapering of the seismic data induces a frequency smoothing). Frequency sampling rate of the resulting spectrum is therefore 0.06 Hz, the effective resolution of the Nuttal-smoothed periodogram being 0.5 Hz. Periodograms were then averaged ("stacked") over one-hour records using 330 50%-overlapping 16.384 slong time windows. By this process the spectral random noise level is reduced by a factor of 10 to 15, and deterministic components -which may be lower than the random noise recorded in a short time window -may be more easily identified. Periodograms were corrected (in the frequency domain) from the sensor transfer function. Below 4 Hz the averaging process evidences mainly the low-frequency noise of the recording chain (therefore the periodogram is interpretable only above ∼4 Hz). Averaged smoothed periodograms were computed during 560 h from 11 October to 10 November 2007, for every seismic channel.
Results computed for the S2 sensor ( Fig. 3) show that most of the recorded seismic energy was concentrated in the first 120-Hz spectral band, and occur during intermittent crises, where dominant frequencies are close to 25 Hz and 40-50 Hz. Maximum spectral amplitudes recorded on the top of the unstable rock slice were 2 to 5 times lower than those recorded on the stable massif. Average amplitudes are high when seismic events are numerous, displacement rate is high and temperatures are low . Correlation between the seismic energy recorded on the stable and unstable parts of the massif is poor. We computed the base noise level (Vila et al., 2006) by finding the minimum value, series of 330 50%-overlapping 16.384 s-long windows (onehour record). Remarkably, the base noise level slowly but steadily increases with time ( Fig. 3 ), especially at high frequency. This increase is stronger at low frequency and for the S3 sensor, installed at the top of the unstable rock slice: measurements reveals an amplitude relative variation of 26% and 14% respectively at low and high frequency on the stable massif (S2 sensor), whereas it is 33% and 17% (resp. at low and high frequency) on the unstable rock slice (S3 sensor). Rate of the periodograms and base noise level at high frequency is remarkably stable between seismic crises. The amplitude of periodograms and base noise level tend to decrease at the end of the recording period, even at high frequency. We represented the amplitude of the noise (seismic signal recorded between high-amplitude crises) as a function of frequency (Fig. 4) for various time intervals, chosen outside periods of high-amplitude seismic signal from 11 October to 10 November. Spectral modes at 5, 8, 10, and 12 Hz are present since 11 October; they amplify with time. New modes appear above 15 Hz, up to 50 Hz, just before the final rock slice collapse. They are more sharply individualized on the unstable rock slice than on the stable massif, although the amplitude of the noise is higher on the massif than on the rock slice at frequencies higher than 10 Hz. Noise level clearly increases with time between 11 October and 10 November, below 10 Hz by a factor of 30 to 50, above 10 Hz by a factor of ∼20 on the stable massif, and a factor of ∼3 on the unstable rock slice. Modes are strikingly strongly amplified and sharper above 10 Hz on the unstable rock slice than on the stable massif, just before the final rupture.
Discussion
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www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/10/1/2010/ for each frequency sample of the periodogram, over a time series of 330 50%-overlapping 16.384 s-long windows (onehour record). Remarkably, the base noise level slowly but steadily increases with time ( Fig. 3) , especially at high frequency. This increase is stronger at low frequency and for the S3 sensor, installed at the top of the unstable rock slice: measurements reveals an amplitude relative variation of 26% and 14% respectively at low and high frequency on the stable massif (S2 sensor), whereas it is 33% and 17% (resp. at low and high frequency) on the unstable rock slice (S3 sensor). Rate of the periodograms and base noise level at high frequency is remarkably stable between seismic crises. The amplitude of periodograms and base noise level tend to decrease at the end of the recording period, even at high frequency. We represented the amplitude of the noise (seismic signal recorded between high-amplitude crises) as a function of frequency (Fig. 4) for various time intervals, chosen outside periods of high-amplitude seismic signal from 11 October to 10 November. Spectral modes at 5, 8, 10, and 12 Hz are present since 11 October; they amplify with time. New modes appear above 15 Hz, up to 50 Hz, just before the final rock slice collapse. They are more sharply individualized on the unstable rock slice than on the stable massif, although the amplitude of the noise is higher on the massif than on the rock slice at frequencies higher than 10 Hz. Noise level clearly increases with time between 11 October and 10 November, below 10 Hz by a factor of 30 to 50, above 10 Hz by a factor of ∼20 on the stable massif, and a factor of ∼3 on the unstable rock slice. Modes are strikingly strongly amplified and sharper above 10 Hz on the unstable rock slice than on the stable massif, just before the final rupture.
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Due to the specific geometry and deformation mode of the unstable rock mass, deformation data may be used to infer macroscopic mechanical characteristics of the rupture that are rarely computed, that will be useful for further modelling. Both observations (displacement, seismicity, seismic noise levels) need to be compared with environmental measurements (temperature and rain) to understand the origin and evolution of the deformation process, and eventually identify parameters which may be useful for early-warning approaches.
Analysis of extensometric data

Low-level acceleration and rock slice equilibrium
From the low acceleration during at least three months we deduce that the unstable rock slice was very close to the limit equilibrium during several months before its final failure. As most of the displacement of the rock slice was horizontal, we can hypothesize that the movement was a rotation (a hinged toppling movement) around a horizontal axis, which coincidates with the lower end of the vertical crack observed, rather than sliding along the crack wall. The volume of the moving rock slice being ∼10 4 m 3 , its density 2.510 3 kg/m 3 , its heigth h equal to 25-50 m leads to compute a moment of inertia J ∼10 10 N/m/s 2 . Taking the linear acceleration equal to 2×10 −15 m/s 2 at the top of the rock slice, we find that the algebraic sum of the driving moment M d and the resistant moment M r is M = M d − M r = Jθ∼10 −6 N/m, whereθ is the angular acceleration. Driving and resistant moments are therefore extremely close, which explains why rain and temperature may contribute to displacement rate. In the hypothesis where the weight of the rock slice is the driving force of the movement, taking a summit horizontal displacement of ∼1 m, would lead to find
∼10 −14 -and therefore a safety factor extremely close to 1. Voight (1989) proposed to use the inverse of the displacement rate as a measure of the dynamics of the unstable system, providing a tool for an eventual prediction of the time to failure. Figure 2a -b (top) shows that the inverse of the displacement rate decreases, in average, as t −1 -its logarithm exhibits a first order linear trend. However, second order variations due to unstability and weather conditions are so strong that this approach can not be used easily, in this case, to infer a reliable estimate of the actual time to failure.
Estimation of rock fracture parameters
Measurements made during the progressive rupture process of the rock mass allow us to infer the order of magnitude of some quantities that are rarely estimated at that scale, which Mode I. In that case the fracture energy release rate G is written :
where d W s is the work used while creating the new fracture surface dS. G may be expressed as a function of parameters observed on the field, which allows us to estimate an order of magnitude for G in that context. Hypothesizing that the rock slice (mass m and angular abscissa α) moves subhorizontally under the effect of its own weight, the work done after the initiation of the rupture is
where θ, expected to be small, is the angular abscissa at the rupture of the rock slice (that is, at the end of its quasi-static displacement), and g is the gravity acceleration intensity.
For small values of α, W m becomes
In the case the work yield by the weight is used to create the new fracture surface,
for small θ, e being the thickness of the rock slice, or G ∼ 1 4 ρg e h u 2 , where h is the height, and u the average summit horizontal displacement of the rock slice. Taking ρ∼2500 kg/m 3 , g∼10 ms −2 , e∼5 m, G varies between 300 and 3000 J/m 2 for h varying between 25 and 50 m, and averaged values of u with distance along the surface crack varying between ∼0.75 and ∼1.5 m. This order of magnitude falls between those found from laboratory experiments and those found from earthquake source studies (e.g., Scholz, 2002; Ohnaka, 2003; Chambon et al., 2006) , and scales well with the size of the rupture process.
The limit tensional stress σ t which may be resisted by a rock mass of macroscopic Young modulus E, containing a fracture of height h is (e.g., Lawn, 1993) 
Using Eq. (4) and considering that E = 5 6 ρV 2 p for a Poisson ratio of 0.25 (V p : seismic P-wave velocity), a macroscopic σ t may be expressed directly from the measured quantities:
We find an order of magnitude for the macroscopic tensional rock strength σ t ∼100 kPa for V p ∼1000 m/s, ρ∼2500 kg/m 3 , g∼10 ms −2 , e∼5 m, and an average θ∼0.02; σ t remains lower than 500 kPa for higher values of the average P-wave velocity.
To validate these orders of magnitude, we computed the order of magnitude of the characteristic weakening displacement u c for which the rock mass strength is relaxed on the whole rupture surface. It may be defined as the average displacement needed to create the fracture surface and consume the fracture energy when relaxing completely the rock mass strength. When the rock mass ruptures totally, the rock mass strength drops from the macroscopic σ t to nearly zero.
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Therefore, considering a constant σ t during the movement,
which gives 1-10 mm as a typical range of magnitude for u c . Values of G comprised between 300 and 3000 J/m 2 and u c ∼1-10 mm fit quite well in the fracture energy release rate -characteristic weakening displacement relationship found by numerous authors (see e.g. Fig. 5 of Chambon et al., 2006) . Systematic estimation of G and σ t could be performed in similar contexts to infer reliable values for these parameters, which are needed to evaluate how such rock masses may be close to failure.
Action of fluids and frost
The computed orders of magnitude show that the rock strength near the fracture tip is low (∼100 kPa), as is the horizontal confining stress, caused by the weight of the slice at that depth (∼300 kPa). Extensometric data show that the rock slice is extremely close to the limit equilibrium, and that significant changes in displacement rates and seismicity rates are realized during limited time periods, corresponding to drops in average temperature (Fig. 2) . It is remarkable that increased deformations seems to be correlated more with temperature drops than with passing through a given temperature threshold. Warm air contains quantities of water vapor, and lowering the temperature induces water condensation. Wetness and water saturation can decrease the value of the rock strength of porous limestones near the fracture tip by 20 to 70% (e.g., Rutter, 1972; Parate, 1973; Vutukuri, 1974; Atkinson, 1979; Atkinson and Meredith, 1987; Homand and Shao, 2000; Rhett and Lord, 2001; Gueguen and Boutéca, 2004; Risnes et al., 2005; Ghabezloo and Pouya, 2006) especially at low temperatures (0-10 • C). Strength of porous limestones may decrease by almost 50% when their degree of saturation reaches only 10%, and their tensile strength may be as low as 500 kPa at the sample scale (Ghabezloo and Pouya, 2006) . This process is often described as water weakening, that is, stress corrosion due to physico-chemical reactions -reduction of the calcite surface energy by the polar electrical interaction between water and calcite grains, a process which leads to subcritical crack growth. Together with the tensile state of stress, it may also contribute to increase the local micro-rupture process in the rock (e.g., Lawn, 1993) , and may explain the concomitance of the beginning of the increase in seismicity rate with the lowering of temperature: reduction of rock strength moves the rock slice away from equilibrium. In the case where some fractures would be saturated by water or ice at the confining pressure, the pressure inside the fractures may eventually contribute to exceed rock strength and confining pressure and create new fracture surface, if permeability is sufficiently low.
Analysis of the continuous seismic records
Emergence of eigenmodes in noise spectrum
Two main features may be extracted from the analysis of the continuous seismic records: (1) the presence of modes in the noise spectrum, whose amplitude is increasing on the unstable rock slice before the final rupture, and (2) the progressive increase with time in seismic noise amplitude. Seismic modes from noise records on the unstable rock slice probably reveal eigenmodes of the rock slice. Eigenfrequencies of the flexion mode ij of a plate may be expressed as (from Blevins, 2001 )
where i and j are the numbers of vibration antinodes (or half-wavelengths) following respectively the dimensions a and b, e the thickness, E the Young modulus, ν the Poisson ratio and ρ the density of the plate. Let λ a = for a given material and plate thickness. Therefore f ij increases for shorter antinodes. An order of magnitude for the fundamental eigenfrequency (i = j = 1) for a = b∼50 m, E∼10 GPa, ν∼0.25, ρ∼2500 kg/m 3 , e∼5 m is 4 Hz. Frequencies of ∼10, 20, 25, 30, 37, and 50 Hz may correspond respectively to f 12 , f 13 , f 23 , f 14 , f 24 , and f 34 . A frequency of 50 Hz corresponds to an antinode length of ∼15 m.
The fact that the amplitude and number of higher frequency eigenmodes increases with time close to the failure therefore might indicate an increase in the amplitude and number of antinodes induced by the progressive separation of the rock slice from the stable massif. In that case rock breaks, creating discontinuities and rock bridges that are vibration nodes. No second order eigenfrequency variation larger than the uncertainty, analog to frequency sliding, was detected. Most of the spectral variations arise from changes in eigenmode amplitudes. The amplitude of the eigenmodes of a damped linear elastic system with one degree of freedom may be written (e.g. Snowdon, 1968; Jones, 2001) :
where S 0 is the amplitude of the excitation, α is the damping coefficient, E is the Young's modulus and m is the mass of the elastic system. As no increase in the amplitude is revealed around the higher eigenmode frequencies on the stable massif (Fig. 4a) , we may assume that the input seismic noise is relatively stationary with frequency at that time. The increase in amplitude on the unstable rock slice may therefore be related to the decrease in Young's modulus and more probably in damping. Damping is indeed due to the contact between the rock slice and the stable massif, involving friction and energy loss which progressively decreases when the rock slice moves away from the stable massif. Therefore the increase in modal amplitude at high frequency is coherent with the progressive and heterogeneous decoupling of the unstable rock slice from the stable massif interface.
Steady increase of the base level of the noise spectrum at high frequency
Variations in continuous recordings of seismic amplitudes (e.g., RSAM measurements) have been widely used to monitor the eruptive activity of volcanoes (e.g., Endo and Murray, 1991; Cornelius and Voight, 1994) . These measurements however concern both signal and noise amplitudes. Temporal variations in noise records related to eruptions were also recently observed (Brenguier et al., 2008) ; more specifically, variations in the "base level" of the spectrum of seismic noise recorded by broad band stations were already observed by Vila et al. (2006) before volcanic eruptions. Figure 3 shows that the averaged smoothed periodogram and base level of the noise at high frequency are steadily increasing during the one-month period preceding the rock slice rupture, an observation which is close to the one made by Vila et al. (2006) before volcanic eruptions. Origin of these temporal variations is an open question, although it is likely to be related to the sensu lato deformation process under some stress changes. Continuous seismic recording during 378 h from 11 to 27 October shows a striking linear increase of the base noise level, outside the periods of seismic crisis (Fig. 3) . It is quite remarkable that the same increase rate is found before and after the periods of seismic crisis. This increase is stronger at lower frequencies, but is clearly found even in the highest frequency band (120-500 Hz). The fact that the increase in base seismic noise level occurs as a stationary process in large frequency bands without generating recordable impulsive discrete events, leads to hypothesize that it originates directly or indirectly in the slow growth of fractures.
Two non-exclusive causes may a priori contribute to the variations of the base noise level: one may be related to the seismic noise production, and the other to the propagation medium.
Changes in the medium could induce changes in the rock mass transfer function through the progressive individualization and amplification of modes. This may occur especially at low frequency and could explain that the noise base level increase more at low (4-10 Hz) than at high (120-500 Hz) frequency (Fig. 3) . In that case, this variation could be an early evidence of the mode shape finally found (Fig. 4b) . It is less likely to occur at high (120-500 Hz) frequency where no mode is evidenced.
Concerning the seismic noise production, the remarkable invariance of the increase rate of the base noise level between periods of seismic crises shows that two processes are at work for producing seismic energy. The first process causes the steady-state energy release; as it does not generate recordable discrete seismic events, it may be performed at subcritical energy release rate, revealing the long-term, lowpower, quasi-static growth of fractures close to the equilibrium between the elastic tensional stresses accumulated at the tip of the cracks and the rock strength. The second process causes the high seismic power release constituted by the occurrence of discrete events when the critical energy release rate G c is reached; it reveals that the system becomes out-ofequilibrium. Rain or low temperature periods (leading to increased wetness, condensation or frost) may induce the loss of rock strength, the rupture of equilibrium and the local acceleration of the process which may explain some correlation between deformation and rainfall/temperature. The fact that the base noise level remains steadily increasing between periods of strong discrete event occurrence, displacement, rain and/or frost is a further evidence that this increased deformation occurred through the decrease of the rock strength rather than through the increase of the applied stresses. When rock is close to failure the deformation pattern of the rock slice is at least partly controlled by the rock strength weakening. The base noise level seems to be more linearly related to the stresses applied on a given volume, larger than the tip of the crack.
Though limited, acceleration periods may account for a significant part of the deformation. Emergence of such acceleration periods might evidence that the rock slice entered in a characteristic phase of instability. However recorded discrete seismic events appear to be only a degenerescence -limited in space and time-of an otherwise quasi-static process. They do not imply necessarily a generalized change in the rupture process, able to provoke a change in base noise level. Therefore in early-warning systems both parameters (total seismic energy release and base noise level, and not only the first one) should be inspected, taking into account they evidence two different aspects of the rupture. This understanding may help to mitigate the number of false alarms in early warning issues. Notice also that both noise amplitudes are decreasing in the last 50 h, during a cold period. A conjecture is that most of the rupture work has been accomplished before that time and that a stage is reached where the emission of seismic energy is limited by the (diminishing) volume on which the stresses apply. In the first stage the actual emissive volume is large, and the seismic attenuation limits the apparent emissive volume (which appears to be constant); in the last stage the actual emissive volume becomes smaller, therefore actual Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 10, 819-829, 2010
www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/10/819/2010/ and apparent emissive volume are equal (and limited by the geometry of the source). A reduction of the base noise level also implies that the seismically active stresses do not vary too strongly with the volume on which they apply: they remain concentrated around the tip of the cracks, and the crack density does not increase strongly. Another explanation may be that stress accumulation may migrate to another, more distant place, for which the transfer function of the rock mass attenuates more strongly the seismic signal. These questions will be examined more thoroughly in further works.
Conclusions
The continuous recording of displacement and seismic activity during a period of time preceding the collapse of a thin rock slice in a natural cliff of porous bioclastic limestone in the southeast Vercors massif, southeast France, and its careful investigation, allowed to evidence a set of correlated observations. Displacement measurements showed an average acceleration during three months; displacement velocity and discrete seismic event production rate strongly increased during time periods of lowering temperatures -but not necessarily during rain or frost time periods. We computed averaged smoothed periodograms and base noise level (Vila et al., 2006) of the seismic records for the one-month period preceding the final collapse. Periods of seismic crises, which give high amplitudes in periodograms, do not change strongly the base noise level at high frequency, whereas a steady increase of this level is measured throughout most of the recording period. Our interpretation is that these periods of deformation crises are related to the weakening of the rock, due to weathering ("water weakening") induced by the water vapor condensation, rain or frost, rather than to a rapid increase in applied stresses. Thousands of similar cycles applied to a rock mass subject to decompression may have provoked fatigue and damage up to its final collapse. This weakening is however not generalized in a large volume: after each of the accelerated deformation periods, deformation rate returned to its background level, and the unstable rock slice didn't collapse. Such strong and frequent second-order variations make very uncertain the use of inverse displacement velocities to issue an early warning. During the same period no variations were recorded in the high-frequency base noise level rate, which may make this smooth and robust parameter a candidate for discriminating false alarms in early-warning approaches. During the last two days of the recording period (about within one week before the final collapse), the base noise level dropped, which may be conjectured as the result of the reduction of the seismic emission volume. Simultaneously, eigenmodes appear in the seismic records of the sensor installed at the top of the unstable rock slice, which is coherent with the reduction of the rock bridges between the unstable rock slice and the stable rock massif. This later observable may also be proposed as a parameter in early-warning approaches. As a conclusion, detecting and monitoring very active unstable rock masses may bring rich information for understanding the physical processes at work. Further experiments will be needed to reiterate similar measurements and observations, and confirm/infirm our results.
